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The most attention-grabbing sunscreens for kids, in 
line with dermatologists 

 

 
 

Finding the right sunscreen for your kids can be difficult. Of course, you want one 
that’s going to effectively protect them from sunburns (since research finds that 
five or more bad sunburns before age 20 can increase someone’s risk of 
melanoma by a whopping 80 percent). But you also want to make sure that 
what… 
Finding the ethical sunscreen for your kids will likely be refined. For sure, you’d 
like one which’s going to effectively supply protection to them from sunburns 
(since be taught finds that 5 or extra notorious sunburns earlier than age 20 can 
amplify somebody’s pain of melanoma by a whopping 80 percent). However 
you furthermore are wanting to be obvious that that what you’re placing for 
your child’s extra-ravishing pores and skin is fully safe. 
 
What to see in a sunscreen for your kids 
 
No matter age, at all times contain shut a sunscreen that’s good-spectrum, 
which contrivance it blocks both UVA and UVB rays, with an SPF 30 at minimal, 



says Viseslav Tonkovic-Capin, MD, a Kansas City dermatologist and editor 
of DermBoard.org. UVA rays in advance age pores and skin, whereas UVB rays 
trigger sunburns; SPF refers to how powerful UVB light a sunscreen can filter. 
Spend a lot of time on the pool at some level of the summer season? “If your 
child will be enticing in water activities, be obvious that to see a formula that is 
water-resistant,” says Gretchen Frieling, MD, a dermatopathologist in Boston. A 
sunscreen will likely be labeled water-resistant for as a lot as 40 or 80 minutes, so 
you’ll silent favor to reapply assuredly. 
 
As for the variety of sunscreen you exercise for your offspring, dermatologists say 
sticking to mineral (furthermore is named physical) formula, in decision to 
chemical ones, for a range of causes. “I resolve zinc oxide-basically based 
merchandise, as not like chemical substances, they block out the burly UV 
spectrum,” says Kenneth Mark, MD, a dermatologist and Mohs pores and skin 
cancer surgeon in Unique York City. Plus, mineral sunscreens don’t contain shut 
in within the pores and skin the capacity chemical ones attain, are most steadily 
much less worrying and are furthermore greater for the ambiance, notes 
Tonkovic-Capin. 
 
Whereas spray sunscreens are a typical different amongst older kids and 
younger of us, Tonkovic-Capin prefers lotions and creams. “Sunscreens are 
designed to breeze onto your pores and skin and no longer into your lungs or 
the lungs of different of us around you whenever you strive and spray it onto 
your pores and skin,” he says. And as Sheel Desai Solomon, MD, a dermatologist 
in Raleigh/Durham, facets out, “spray makes it refined to win watch over the 
amount it’s essential to presumably also very effectively be placing on, which 
contrivance it’s essential to presumably also positioned on much less than you’d 
like.” 
 
negate sunscreen to your kids 
 
“Teens need sunscreen and depend on adults to coach it when they are too 
younger to coach on themselves,” says Tess Mauricio, MD, a dermatologist in 
Beverly Hills. Observe roughly half of a teaspoon of sunscreen to your child’s 
face and one ounce to their total body, and consider to reapply every two 
hours (or any time they get wet), provides Susan Bard, MD, a dermatologist in 
Unique York City. 
 
Raising a tween or teen? Teaching them about the importance of making 
spend of, and reapplying, sunscreen is critical, says Solomon. That talked about, 
“some younger of us and younger adults are alive to and embarrassed by the 
intellectual residue some sunscreen merchandise breeze away within the 
reduction of so they negate an insufficient amount of security,” Solomon says. “If 
your child has these considerations, test with them and instill in them the 



importance of maintaining our pores and skin.” Tonkovic-Capin suggests 
transferring on to another mark until you look one you and your kids completely 
resolve to make spend of. 
 
Hundreds of sun security guidelines for kids 
 
“The most attention-grabbing false impression is that it’s a long way correct type 
ample genuine to make spend of a sunscreen for ample security from the sun,” 
says Tonkovic-Capin. Hundreds of steps you ought to raise shut to win your kids 
sun-safe are warding off taking them out at some level of high UV hours (10 a.m. 
to 4 p.m.) and placing them in maintaining clothing, -brimmed hat and UV-
blocking off sun shades when they are out of doorways, says Hadley King, MD, a 
dermatologist in Unique York City. You ought to furthermore at all times watch 
color when the family is out of doorways. 
 
The most attention-grabbing sunscreens for kids 
 
Ready to originate a family sun security routine it’s essential to presumably also 
discover all season long? Below, high dermatologists portion their well-liked 
sunscreens for kids. 
 
Neutrogena SheerZinc Dry-Touch Sunscreen SPF 50, Walmart 
“This mineral blocker sunscreen comprises completely zinc oxide for good-
spectrum security that is also fashioned by anybody, even kids and those with 
ravishing pores and skin,” says Joshua Zeichner, MD, a dermatologist in Unique 
York City. It’s furthermore water-resistant as a lot as 80 minutes. 
 
Sunshine & Glitter Sea Massive title Sparkle SPF 50+ Rainbow Celebration 
Glitter, Amazon 
 
For the newborn who genuine doesn’t are wanting to position on sunscreen, this 
glitter-packed sunscreen is a game-changer. “Here’s a fully mineral basically 
based sunscreen and a giant capacity to get kids concerned on placing on 
their sunscreen,” says Bard. As a bonus, the formula is biodegradable. 
Bob Teens SPF 30 Brush On Mineral Powder Sunscreen, Amazon 
 
This physical sunscreen is a popular of King’s. “The powder structure is so easy to 
coach so kids would perhaps maybe no longer complain about goopy 
sunscreen, there’s no scent and it’s translucent,” she says. “And the comb is 
relaxed and brightly colored so it’s fun to coach.” Attributable to it comes in a 
powder formula, there’s no greasy mess and you don’t favor to apprehension 
about it stinging your child’s eyes, King provides. That you must furthermore 
throw it for your win for easy re-application. 
 



Aveeno Teens Continuous Security Mineral Sunscreen SPF 50, Walmart 
 
Solomon cites Aveeno as one of her breeze-to manufacturers when taking a 
leer for a correct type kids’ sunscreen. This mineral sunscreen has a ravishing, 
hypoallergenic formula that won’t trigger irritation or stinging, and it’s water-
resistant for 80 minutes. 
 
Babyganics SPF 50+ Sunscreen Lotion, Walmart 
 
One other mark Solomon likes is Babyganics. For the littlest of small ones, this 
mineral formula no longer completely protects a toddler’s ravishing pores and 
skin with SPF 50, it furthermore nourishes with a seed oil mix. 
 
Neutrogena Pure & Free Liquid SPF 50, Ulta 
 
Mark likes this sunscreen for kids since it’s made with 21% zinc oxide and safe for 
infants six months and up. “It’s furthermore freed from perfume, parabens, 
phthalates, dyes and worrying chemical substances,” he says. 
 
ProActiv Day after day Oil Protect watch over SPF 30, Ulta 
 
Teens within the center of acne breakouts would perhaps maybe no longer be 
too inquisitive about making spend of sunscreen. Enter this formula (which is 
chemical, in decision to physical), a popular of Mauricio. “For older kids and 
younger of us who’re starting to contain points with oily pores and skin, clogged 
pores, whiteheads, shaded heads and acne, this sunscreen can help add 
moisture, decrease shine and furthermore supply protection to the pores and 
skin from UV wretchedness,” she says. 
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